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Abstract—Device-to-device (D2D) communication has been
utilized in Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communication in order
to reuse the cellular network resources and increase spectrum
efficiency. Existing works however focus on the maximization of
throughput solely without considering the security of channels as
well as the resilience of the D2D communication. To address that,
in this paper, we study the resource allocation problem between
the D2D communicating pairs and regular cellular users in a
vehicular network. We consider assignment of D2D pairs to both
more secure cellular user channels and more than one channel
for resilience. We model the problem as a resource allocation
problem between competing parties with their own preferences
and leverage Stable Matching Theory to obtain a satisfying
matching for all involved parties. As existing algorithms that
find stable matching do not work for such quota-based systems
with multiple level preferences (e.g., secure channel first), we first
develop an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) based optimal
solution and propose a heuristic based polynomial algorithm
that runs much faster than ILP solution. Through simulations,
we show that the heuristic based algorithm provides close to
optimal results with a much lower complexity and outperforms
the existing solutions.

Index Terms—V2X Communication, Device-to-device (D2D),
stable matching, 5G network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Device-to-device (D2D) communication is a promising

technology in 5G communications that lets nearby user equip-

ments (UEs) communicate with each other without the in-

volvement of a cellular base station (BS). D2D communication

in cellular networks can provide significant performance im-

provement by several means including offloading of the traffic

from cellular base stations, reusing the cellular resources and

increasing spectrum efficiency, and increasing the coverage of

cellular networks by connecting more users [1], [2].

On the other side, as vehicles have become ubiquitous and

intelligent with different types of sensors, new paradigms such

as connected vehicles and social Internet of Vehicles (IoV)

have emerged within the context of Intelligent Transportation

Systems (ITS). Vehicles now have been considered one of

the fastest growing connected devices after smartphones and

tablets [3]. With connected vehicles, the goal is to enable

various applications including road safety improvement, traffic

efficiency optimization and infotainment services [4], [5]. To

this end, D2D communication has been integrated into V2X

(e.g., Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) with Road Side Units

(RSU), Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V)) communication [6], [7].

While initial efforts for V2X communication have focused

on adopting ad hoc technologies such as IEEE 802.11p stan-

dard and Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC),

due to the performance related issues and to maintain the

quality of service (QoS) especially in massive access, re-

cently Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) based

communication models (starting with Release 14 [8]) have

been developed. The goal is to benefit from the global and

widespread deployment and coverage of cellular systems and

reuse the same resources for V2X communication without

affecting the performance of cellular users. Adopting this idea

and 3GPP standards, many research studies have been con-

ducted recently to investigate the feasibility and performance

of such D2D-based V2X communications. However, most of

the existing work [9]–[11] have focused on development of

efficient admission control (e.g., with minimum interference)

and radio resource allocation strategies for the purpose of

maximizing the throughput for D2D pairs or the sum rate

of the entire network. While such efforts will be crucial for

high bandwidth requiring V2X communication applications,

there are other parameters that will be significant especially

within the context of vehicular communication used for ex-

changing safety messages between vehicles. Such messages

are usually small size but they require low delay as well as

reliable and secure communication between vehicles. Thus,

D2D communication in such V2X systems requires resilience

to these metrics more than the maximum data rate.

The resilience of a system is usually defined as its abil-

ity to cope with unexpected failures or resource-insufficient

situations and to recover from their effects promptly. Within

the context of D2D-based V2X communication, where cel-

lular user equipment (CUE) resources are reused by D2D

communicating vehicular user equipments (VUE), one way

to increase the resilience is to allow alternative channels

to D2D communicating pairs. For example, in case of a

failure in one channel, transmission of critical packets (e.g.,

safety messages) could be achieved successfully in alternative

channels, and reliability and resilience of the communication

could be increased. On the other hand, such a system will

increase the competition among D2D users to allocate the

existing channels and make the resource allocation problem

more challenging.

Moreover, in a V2X communication network with both

VUEs and CUEs, some of the channels can be detected
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Fig. 1: Overview of vehicular communication network with V2I and
V2V links, with multiple CUE assignments to VUEs for resilience
and with preference given to reuse of secure CUEs.

as insecure due to the previous user behavior as well as

other operations performed by channel administrator such

as mobile network operators (MNO). Therefore, providing a

secure system will be very significant for VUEs. In case of

multiple channel assignments to VUEs to increase resilience,

security of the channels has to be considered and more secure

channels should be preferred initially for communication.

Fig. 1 shows an example scenario with three CUEs that are

directly connected to the base station and two D2D commu-

nicating vehicle pairs, each with a transmitting VUE (denoted

by V UET ) and a receiving VUE (denoted by V UER). Note

that CUEs can be in several forms. That is, cellular mobile

phone users inside or outside (e.g., CUE3) of the vehicles as

well as vehicles themselves (e.g., CUE1) can serve as CUEs.

We assume that a separate channel is allocated to each of

these CUEs, and VUEs (i.e., each VUE consists of a V UET

and V UER) are assigned to one or multiple of these channels

used by CUEs. In this example, V UE1 is reusing the channel

of CUE1 and V UE2 is reusing the channels of CUE2 and

CUE3. We assume that reusing of channels happens for uplink

communication (from V UET to V UER, and from CUE to

base station (BS)), thus there will be interference from V UET

to BS and from CUE to V UER. As there are multiple channels

assigned to V UE2, it uses the first one as the primary channel

and the second one as secondary channel for resilience. Since

CUE3 is considered as a less secure channel compared to

CUE2, it is considered as secondary channel for V UE2.

In this paper, our goal is two fold. We first want to increase

the resilience of D2D-based V2X communication by letting

them reuse the available spectrum resources of multiple CUEs.

Second, we want VUEs to reuse the secure channels first in

this process. We consider a one-to-many matching scenario in

which each VUE can get access to the resources of multiple

CUEs based on their quota allowed while each CUE allows

only one VUE to share its resource. In order to take into

account the preferences of both CUEs and VUEs and provide

a satisfactory matching, we model the assignment problem

using Stable Matching Theory. As this assignment problem

is probably NP-complete due to its resemblance to maximum

cardinality with minimum instability matching problem [12]

and not solvable by a polynomial algorithm, we first model

the problem using Integer Linear Programming (ILP) and then

develop a heuristic based approach that runs much faster.

Our results show that the proposed heuristic approach can

provide much secure and stable matching between VUEs and

CUEs under this resilience promoting quota-based matching

scenario.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we provide an overview of the related work. In Section III, we

provide the system model and our assumptions. In Section IV,

we discuss the details of the ILP solution and heuristic

approach. In Section V, we present an evaluation of the

proposed approach through simulations. Finally, we end up

with conclusion in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

D2D communication has been studied in various mobile

network applications (e.g., mobile social networks [13], ve-

hicular networks) for various purposes such as post-disaster

emergency [14], public safety [15] and resilience [16], and

using different technologies (licensed e.g., LTE, or unlicensed

Bluetooth, WiFi). In V2X communication, it has also been

utilized for spectrum efficiency and for coverage increase [9]–

[11].

Stable Matching Theory has been introduced by Gale and

Shapley initially [17] to address college admission problems

and since then it has been applied in several other domains

including mobile crowdsensing [18], controller assignment in

SDN based networks [19] and supply demand matching in

V2V charging [20]. Recently it has been also utilized in

wireless communication [21], [22] especially for interference

management between D2D users, femtocells and BS [23]. All

these works adapt the deferred acceptance approach within

the context of studied problem and aim to provide a stable

matching between all entities in the system. Stability in the

context of D2D communication has also been studied to

achieve energy efficient resource allocation [24], secure relay

selection [25] and to maximize the sum ergodic capacity of

D2D pairs [26]. For example, in [25], social ties between D2D

communication pairs and relay nodes is used to decide the best

relay nodes and to obtain more secure D2D communication.

Security in the context of D2D communications has been

mostly considered as physical layer security [27]–[30] with

the goal of secrecy rate maximization, however these studies

do not consider the user preferences, resilience and security

at the same time as we do in this study. In this paper, we

focus on these metrics in D2D based V2X communication

specifically, and considering the preferences of VUEs and

CUEs determined based on the interference induced by each

to one another as well as the security of CUE channels, we

aim to develop a stable matching between VUEs and CUEs.

For resilience we allow multiple CUE assignment to VUEs

and for preferences we consider the data rates achievable at

each potential assignment between CUEs and VUEs. We also

consider the security as a system level objective and aim to

assign secure CUEs first to the VUEs. Moreover, as this system
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level objective is prioritized over user preferences to achieve

higher data rates, we aim to find the most secure assignment

possible with minimum instability in the system.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Without loss of generality, we consider a system with a

single base station (BS) having a circular coverage area. We

assume there are n cellular user equipments (CUE) denoted by

set C = {CUE1, CUE2, . . . , CUEn} and m D2D communi-

cating vehicular user equipments (VUE) denoted by set D =
{V UE1, V UE2, . . . , V UEm}. Note that each VUE consists

of a transmitter (e.g., V UET
1

) and a receiver (e.g., V UER
1

)

vehicle but considered as a single entity for simplicity. Each

CUE is allocated a unique orthogonal channel thus it does

not create interference with other CUEs. On the other hand,

VUEs reuse the resources of CUEs for spectrum efficiency.

While each CUE allows one VUE to use its resources, in

order to increase the resilience and reliability of the D2D

communication for VUEs we do allow assignment of multiple

CUE resources to each VUE. Note that since each CUE uses a

different channel, the communication of a VUE with multiple

CUEs does not interfere with each other. We also assume that

spectrum reuse is only performed for uplink traffic similar to

previous work [26]. In order to promote resilience, we assume

that each V UEj ∈ D has a quota defining the number of CUEs

that can be assigned to it and denoted by qj . We also assume

a binary security indicator for each channel i (used by CUEi)

and denote it by si. Note that if a channel is certainly known

to be insecure, it will not even be considered in the system.

An insecure channel in our system model is either one that is

new in the system, so whether it is secure or not is presently

unknown, or one whose security score, which is estimated by

the degree of similarity to the previously detected insecure

channels, is lower than a certain threshold. More complex

(e.g., non-binary) security models will be investigated in future

work.

As both CUEs and VUEs prefer to have higher signal to

interference noise ratio (SINR) for a higher bandwidth, we

first define these similar to previous work and form their

preferences accordingly. Let Γj
i and Γi

j denote the SINR of

CUEi ∈ C and V UEj ∈ D with respect to each other’s

interference, respectively. We define

Γj
i =

P c
i gi,B

σ2 + ρi,jP
d
j hj,B

and Γi
j =

P v
j gj

σ2 + ρi,jP
c
i hi,j

(1)

where, P c
i and P v

j denote the transmission power of CUEi

and V UET
j , respectively; gi,B denotes the channel gain be-

tween CUEi and BS; gj denotes the channel gain between

V UET
j and V UER

j ; hj,B denotes the channel gain of inter-

ference link between V UET
j and BS; and hi,j denotes the

channel gain of interference link between CUEi and V UER
j .

We also define

ρi,j =

{

1, if V UEj reuses the channel of CUEi

0, otherwise.

Here, the channel gains are usually defined by taking into

account both the slow and fast fading factors and the distance

between the transmitter and receiver. That is, for example [22],

gi,B = Kβi,Bζi,Bd
−α
i,B , where K is a constant value, βi,B

and ζi,B are fast and slow fading gains, di,B is the distance

between CUEi and BS, and α is path loss exponent. We

assume a model with low/moderate mobility (e.g., city center),

so Doppler effect on channel state information is ignored.

For highly mobile systems, however, formulations should be

modified as in [26].

Utility (i.e., data rate) of CUEi and V UEj can then be

computed by Wilog(1+Γj
i ) and Wilog(1+Γi

j), respectively,

where Wi denotes the bandwidth allocated to the channel i.

Then, just in terms of data rate, we consider a preference

relation for each CUE such that CUEi prefers V UEj over

V UEj′ if Wilog(1+Γj
i ) > Wilog(1+Γj′

i ). Similarly, we form

a preference relation for each VUE such that V UEj prefers

CUEi ∈ C over CUEi′ ∈ C if Wilog(1 + Γi
j) > Wi′ log(1 +

Γi′

j ). As our goal in this paper is not to maximize the system

throughput, for simplicity, we assume that the transmission

power of both CUEs and VUEs are optimized once and do not

change, and also the channel gains are mostly defined by the

distance between the transmitter and receivers in an inversely

proportional manner (i.e., the further a VUE located from BS

the less interference it can cause to CUE so the gain would

be higher). Note that this then simply defines the preference

order of a CUE in the descending order of distances from

V UET s to the BS and the preference order of a VUE in the

descending order of distances from CUEs to the V UERs.

Note that while preference of CUEs and VUEs are deter-

mined based on the data rates they can achieve, as a system

level objective, we also aim to assign secure channels first to

the VUEs. However, this may conflict with the preferences

of users as they all consider their data rates, thus our goal is

to find the most secure assignments first then minimize the

instability in the assignments as much as possible.

Definition 1 (Matching). A mapping M between the sets C
and D is considered a feasible one-to-many matching if

• There is at most one VUE reusing the channel of each

CUE, i.e.,
∑

∀j

ρi,j ≤ 1, ∀i

• There is at most qj channels each VUE can use, i.e.,
∑

∀i

ρi,j ≤ qj , ∀j

Definition 2 (Unhappy pair). Given a matching M, a VUE v

and a CUE c form an unhappy pair if:

• c is either unmatched or matched to a VUE that she

prefers less than v due to larger interference,

• v either has unused quota, or he prefers c to one of the

CUEs in his current assignment.

Definition 3 (Stable matching). A matching M is stable if it

admits no unhappy pair.
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IV. STABLE RESOURCE ALLOCATION

In this section, we first model the problem using Integer

Linear Programming (ILP) and develop a heuristic based

solution that runs fast.

A. ILP based Optimal Solution

Given the following variables:

Xij =

{

1, if CUEi is assigned to VUEj

0, otherwise

Uij =

{

1, if (CUEi,VUEj) is an unhappy pair

0, otherwise

and the feasibility constraints:
∑

∀j

Xij ≤ 1 ∀i

∑

∀i

Xij ≤ qj ∀j

We formulate the problem of finding the maximum security

assignment with minimum instability as

max

{

P ×
n
∑

i=1

m
∑

j=1

(si ×Xij)−
n
∑

i=1

m
∑

j=1

Uij

}

(2)

where the first term refers to the overall security of the system

while the second term refers to the instability. P = n × m

denotes the problem size and makes the security the primary

objective (and the stability the secondary objective).

B. Heuristic-based Solution

We present a pseudo-code description of the proposed

solution in Algorithm 1. The key idea behind this algorithm is

that it reserves the space for secure CUEs in the partner sets

of VUEs and matches the given CUEs and VUEs purely based

on their preferences as long as this reserved space allows to

match as many secure CUEs as it can be matched in a feasible

matching. Once it reaches the point where matching another

insecure CUE for a better stability would result in a decreased

number of matched secure CUEs in the final matching, it only

matches the secure CUEs while still considering preferences

as much as possible.

To achieve the functionality described above, Algorithm 1

maintains two variables, Qr and SR, which refer to the total

remaining quotas of the VUEs and the number of the secure

CUEs that are still unmatched, respectively. Thus, in lines 1-2,

Qr is initialized to be the sum of the quotas of VUEs in D,

and Sr to be the number of secure CUEs in C. Then, in the for

loop in lines 3-23, the algorithm iterates through the VUEs in

D in order of their appearance in the common preference list

(PC) of the CUEs to find their assignments. That is, in the ith

iteration of this for loop, the algorithm decides which CUEs

should be assigned to the ith most preferred VUE (line 4). To

this end, it iterates through the preference list of this VUE (v)

as long as he has unused quota (line 6), and matches him with

Algorithm 1: Heuristic (C, D)

Input: C: The set of CUEs

D: The set of VUEs

1 Qr ←
∑

d∈D
qd

2 Sr ←
∑

c∈C
sc

3 for i← 1 to m do

4 v ← PC(i)
5 for j ← 1 to n do

6 if |M(v)| = qv then

7 break

8 end

9 c← Pv(j)
10 if M(c) = ∅ then

11 if sj = 1 then

12 M(v)←M(v) ∪ {c}
13 M(c)← v

14 Qr ← Qr − 1
15 Sr ← Sr − 1
16 else if Qr > Sr then

17 M(v)←M(v) ∪ {c}
18 M(c)← v

19 Qr ← Qr − 1
20 end

21 end

22 end

23 end

24 return M

the jth CUE (c) in his preference list (line 9) if the following

conditions are satisfied.

• CUE c should be unmatched (line 10).

• If CUE c is secure it is automatically added, otherwise

Qr should be larger than Sr (line 16) to avoid using the

space reserved for secure CUEs.

Runtime analysis. It is clear from the for loops beginning

in lines 3 and 5 that the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is

O(mn). However, in the initialization step, we need to form

the preference lists of all VUEs and the common preference

list of CUEs, which take O(mn log n) and O(m logm) time,

respectively, and make the overall time complexity of the

proposed solution O(m logm+mn log n).

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed heuristic based

solution, we perform real data based simulations using the

NYC taxi data set [31]. For each instance, we first randomly

select a 2-minutes long time frame in a randomly selected

day in December of 2015. Then, we use the location of the

passengers that requested a taxi in that time frame to set up

the locations of half of our CUEs (stationary CUEs). We also

use the locations of the taxis that dropped off their passengers

within the same time frame to set up the locations of the

remaining half of the CUEs (mobile CUEs) as well as the

locations of the transmitter and receiver in each VUE (they
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Fig. 3: Performance comparison of the algorithms against varying number of CUEs (m = 5).

Fig. 2: An instance with 10 VUEs (connected circles), 10

mobile CUEs (x marks), and 10 stationary CUEs (plus signs).

are paired only if the distance between them is at most R).

The location of the BS is assigned randomly in the Manhattan

area.

Given the generated CUE set of size n, we assign a security

score of 1 to the randomly selected n × β CUEs, and 0 to

the remaining. On the other hand, the quota of each VUE

is assigned randomly from [1, qmax]. The default values of R,

β and qmax are 100 meters, 0.5, and 3, respectively, but we

also present the results with different R, β and qmax values.

Following the procedure above, we generate 100 different

instances and provide the average results. The distribution of

CUEs and VUEs in an instance with 20 CUEs and 10 VUEs

is illustrated in Fig. 2.

In evaluation of the results, we compare the ILP solution and

our algorithm with Gale-Shapley (GS) algorithm [17] which

achieves perfectly stable matchings but does not consider

security aspect of channels, and Maximum Security (MS)

algorithm which maximizes the number of matched secure

CUEs without considering preferences by finding a maximum

matching between VUEs and secure CUEs first, and then

randomly assigning the remaining insecure CUEs to the VUEs

with unused quota. Lastly, we utilize the following metrics to

evaluate the performance of the algorithms.

• Matching utility: This is the value of (2) divided by the

problem size (m×n), and shows the utility of a matching

in terms of both user happiness and security.

• User happiness (stability): This metric quantifies the

satisfaction of both VUEs and CUEs with the produced

matching, and it is computed by:

100×

(

1−
# of unhappy pairs

m× n

)

.

• System security: This is the ratio of the number of

matched secure CUEs to the total number of secure

CUEs.

• Running time: Since we assume a mobile system

with ever-changing conditions, the matching between the

VUEs and CUEs should be updated regularly. Thus, the

running time of a matching algorithm is also a critical

element in its evaluation.

A. Results

We first examine the performance of the algorithms with

varying number of CUEs in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3a, we observe that

the proposed solution produces very close to optimal results

(ILP), and that the Gale-Shapley algorithm produces the worst

matchings in terms of matching utility despite its perfect user

happiness score (Fig. 3b). This is because it does not take

the system security into account, which is prioritized in the

system objective defined in (2). On the other hand, although

the MS algorithm achieves the highest system security score

possible as our algorithm and the ILP solution do, it produces

the worst matchings in terms of user happiness and upsets

up to 47% of all CUE-VUE pairs. We also see that the user

happiness scores of our algorithm and the ILP solution reduce

with increasing number of CUEs, because when there are a

larger number of secure CUEs in the system, a bigger sacrifice

from user happiness should be made to match as many of these

CUEs as possible due to the potential discrepancies between

their security and interference values (i.e., their rank in the

preference lists of the VUEs).

Next, we look at the performance of the algorithms with

different number of VUEs in Fig. 4. Here, we see a similar

picture with Fig. 3 in terms of relative performance of the

algorithms, but the impact of increasing the number of VUEs

on the performance of the algorithms mostly seems to be the

opposite of that of increasing the number of CUEs. That is

mainly because increasing the number of VUEs (in Fig. 4)
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Fig. 4: Performance comparison of the algorithms against varying number of VUEs (n = 16).
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Fig. 5: Performance comparison of the algorithms against varying values of (a) qmax; (b) β, and (c) R (m = 5, n = 16).
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Fig. 6: Running time of the algorithms against varying values of (a) n (m = 5) and (b) m (n = 16).

makes it easier to match secure CUEs as the sum of the quotas

of VUEs gets larger, while increasing the number of CUEs (in

Fig. 3) leads to a higher number of secure CUEs, hence makes

finding a partner for each one less likely due to the limited

quotas of VUEs. This is why we see growing system security

scores for all algorithms in Fig. 4c. Besides, since it gets easier

to match secure CUEs when the number of VUEs increases,

the need for sacrificing from stability to match them lessens.

Thus, we also see mostly increasing user happiness scores for

all algorithms in Fig. 4b.

Fig. 5 demonstrates the performance comparison of the

algorithms with varying values of qmax, β, and R. We first note

that regardless of the changes in the values of these parameters,

our algorithm continuously achieves almost optimal matching

utility and outperforms the Gale-Shapley and MS algorithms.

In Fig. 5a & 5b, we see that the matching utility scores of all

algorithms mostly get higher with increasing qmax and β val-

ues, respectively, because in both cases the number of matched

secure CUEs increases. On the other hand, Fig. 5c shows

that the D2D communication range does not have a clear-cut

impact on the matching utility scores of the algorithms.

Finally, in Fig. 6, we present the running times of the

algorithms with different n and m values on an Intel core

i7 processor that has 16 GB memory and 2.5 GHz speed. It

should be noted that although the proposed algorithm produces

matchings that are only marginally less efficient than the

optimal matchings found via ILP as can be seen in Fig. 3, 4,

& 5, its running time is about 5 orders of magnitude shorter

than the running time of the ILP solution. Besides, in terms of

running time, our algorithm also outperforms the Gale-Shapley

algorithm, yet it is slightly outperformed by the MS algorithm.

A remarkable point in Fig. 6a is decreasing running times
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of our algorithm and the MS algorithm despite the growing

problem size. This is due to the fact that both algorithms

prioritize matching secure CUEs, hence when there are a larger

number of secure CUEs in the system, the limited quotas of

the VUEs will be filled quicker.

VI. CONCLUSION

We study the utilization of D2D based V2X communication

considering several objectives simultaneously. That is, for

resilience we allow D2D communicating vehicle pairs (i.e.,

VUEs) to reuse multiple cellular resources (i.e., channels of

cellular users (CUEs)); for fairness and stable assignment,

we consider the preferences of each VUE and CUE based

on the data rates they can achieve in potential assignments;

and for security, we adopt a system level objective that

prioritizes matching the secure CUEs over insecure ones.

We develop a heuristic based algorithm to achieve the most

secure assignment with minimum instability between CUEs

and VUEs. Through simulations, we show that the proposed

algorithm achieves almost the same matching quality as the

optimal ILP solution which has a significantly longer running

time. Moreover, we show that the proposed algorithm signif-

icantly outperforms the other matching algorithms which fail

to consider the aforementioned objectives jointly in terms of

most of the performance metrics considered.
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